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This thesis is a translation from English to Chinese of Chapter Three “Home 
Production” of the book Beyond the Market: Designing Nonmarket Accounts for the 
United States and the analysis of the skills used in the translation. 
Translation is a process of communication. The objective of translation is to 
impart the knowledge of the source text to the target readers. 
The thesis is divided into three chapters. Chapter One is the target text in English. 
Chapter Two is the analysis of the translating process and the translating skills used in 
the translations, Chapter Three is the source text in Chinese. In the preparatory period, 
the translator analyses the source text, understands the intention of the original author 
and determines the type of the target readers. Then she decides to follow the translating 
principle: the information of the source text must be accurately and clearly conveyed to 
the target users. This may mean the translator would have to adapt both the contents 
and the register of the target language to the end-user’s level of technical competence. 
 The translator adopts such semantic skills as semantic extension, semantic 
explication and semantic variation and adaptation and uses such syntactic skills as 
following the original syntactic order, turning words into clauses, reinventing sentence 
structures and reframing discourses as well as following social essay translating skills 
including using more verbs than nouns, grasping the main meaning of the sentences  
and grasping the logic of the discourse.  
The translator can use the electronic tools to improve the quality and speed of the 
translation.  
 When the translator has finished the first version, she must think twice before 
handing over her version. She must check whether there are mistakes in punctuation, 
capitalization, spelling and grammar. In accordance with Yan Fu’s requirements for 
good translating --- faithfulness，expressiveness and elegance --- the translator should 
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original, whether it has expressed the style of the original and whether it needs any 
more improvement. 
 During the translating, the translator should be an expert communicator, a creative 
negotiator and a mediator. The translator needs not only bilingual ability but also 
bicultural vision. The translator is a “privileged reader” of the source text. Unlike the 
ordinary source text reader, the translator reads in order to produce, and decodes in 
order to re-encode. So the translator needs to be more thorough and more deliberate 
than the ordinary reader. 
 With the translation of chapter three “Home Production” of Beyond the Market as 
a case study in point, this thesis proposes different translation skills and discusses 
some requirements for translators.  
 
Key words：source language； target language； textual analysis； preparation；

































































第一章  译文---《超越市场》第三章：家庭生产 
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表 3-1 家庭生产账户中的家制膳食程式化账目。 
—————————————————————————————————— 
投入                                   产出 
—————————————————————————————————— 















































清洁用品用量的不同用等量曲线 C1，C2,和 C3 表示，通过清洁用品用量和成人所
花时间的不同来组合成不同的数值，提高两者中任何一个数量都会增加投入。线
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